
Dear Friends, 

 

  My home church is using three words to emphasize their passion and focus for 2014. They are 

People, Principle and Prayer. I would like to carry this over to the call that God has given my family 

in reaching Hungary for Christ.  

People- 

   January was a busy month for meeting people. We started the month out at the Our Generation 

Summit, hosted by Vision Baptist Missions. This is a once a year gathering of people from around the 

globe to start the year out with the exclamation point of missions! Jason and Senja met many other 

missionary’s and was encouraged by seeing their Christian walk and testimony. Jason was able to go 

to a pastors meeting in Eaton, OH. He meet many new pastors and shared the great need in Hungary 

with them. Praise God for this chance.  

Principle- 

Mark 4:3 Hearken; Behold, there went out a sower to sow: 

   This is the goal of missions, to sow the seed of the Word of God. Will you please help the Mann’s in 

getting to the field of Hungary? There are many things that come up along the path of life, but the 

most important is spending time in witnessing for Christ spreading the seed. As we raise the funds 

needed to accomplish the task, I ask that you pray about and share with others the urgent need for a 

sower to be sent to Hungary.  

Prayer- 

   Please pray for the daily spiritual encouragement of our family. As we prepare for the field, it seems 

the devil will find any and all areas of life to poke and prod us into discouragement. I often read Rev 

20:14 to be reminded of the final fate of Satan. The truth of this is that he will be taking many souls 

with him. These people have been purchased with the blood of Christ, and He deserves the fruit of 

His suffering. May we quickly raise the needed funds to get to the Hungarians with the good news of 

Christ! 
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